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SUMMARY
A H-inf control strategy is presented for a robustly performing activated sludge process. In operational
terms, the objective is to conduct the process imposing that the biomass concentration in the recycle stream
follows closely a time-varying, process-dependent, reference signal. The corresponding control objective is
described as the development of a robust reference-tracking control structure with the best possible
disturbance compensation, able to perform with noisy measurements and able to cope with variations in key
process model parameters. The proposed algorithm embeds an estimation of states by solving the Riccati
equation and avoids parameter estimation by assuming their variability within known bounds. Results are
presented which show a favourable behaviour of the robust controller in comparison with a conventional PI
control structure. Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Wastewater engineering represents at present time a subject area of worldwide interest, for
reasons of the public health, economic and social issues to which it is closely associated. The main
subjects within wastewater engineering, namely the core topics &treatment, disposal and reuse of
wastewater' are extensively treated in major textbooks.1,2 Many other relevant scienti"c and
technical contributions in this domain are a direct consequence of the e!ort of several task
groups, such as those under the auspices of the International Association on Water Pollution
Research and Control (IAWPRC).3~5
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A wastewater #ow may be made of essentially four types of #ows, viz: (i) domestic (sanitary)
wastewater; (ii) industrial wastewater; (iii) in"ltration water and (iv) storm water. The general
question to address is that which contaminants must be removed (and to what extent they must
be removed) in order to protect the environment. The composition of industrial wastes depends
strongly on the speci"c sources. Wastes may contain suspended solids, biodegradable organic
compounds, refractory organic (surfactants and pesticides), pathogens, priority pollutants (e.g.
carcinogenic or highly toxic compounds), nutrients (nitrogen and phosphates, pollutants when in
excess), dissolved inorganic (e.g. calcium or sodium in excess) and heavy metals. Consequently,
the question, which contaminants to remove, has speci"c problem-dependent answers.
Wastewater treatment involves mainly three groups of operations or processes*(i) physical
unit operations, such as sedimentation and "ltration; (ii) chemical processes, of which chemical
precipitation and adsorption are examples; and (iii) biological processes, where removal is
achieved through some form of biological activity. Most often a combination of the three types
will have to be performed in a plant.
The main application of biological treatment processes is on the removal of carbonaceous
organic matter. Biological treatments are also employed for the coagulation and removal of
non-settleable colloidal solids and for the control of nutrient concentration (namely nitrogen
through nitri"cation/dentri"cation processes and phosphorus) which should be kept within
acceptable low levels.
Biological treatment processes are classi"ed as aerobic or anaerobic, depending on the
presence or absence of oxygen. The individual processes can be further classi"ed as of the
suspended-growth type, if the organic matter and other constituents are kept in suspension within
the liquid, or of the attached-growth type in which case the relevant micro-organisms are kept
attached to some insert medium.
1.1. The activated sludge process
Aerobic suspended-growth treatment processes can be classi"ed in four groups*(i) the
activated-sludge process; (ii) aerated lagoons; (iii) sequencing batch reactors; and (iv) aerobic
digesters.
Wastewater processing by means of activated sludge is the most widespread biological
treatment practice, particularly for wastewater #ows where domestic wastes predominate. It
involves the production of an activated mass of microorganisms, which, aerobically, will stabilize
the waste.
There are today many versions of the original process (proposed in England, back in 1914,6 but
fundamentally they are similar. In a typical unit organic wastes are fed to a bioreactor (Figure 1)
where they are removed through aerobic digestion, a biochemical oxidation process which
involves several biological reactions occurring simultaneously.1
The bioreactor e%uent is then fed to a settler for sedimentation of the organic solid material.
The upper output #ow from the settler F is the puri"ed water, free of solids. The lower output
%
#ow is divided into a recycle stream and a surplus biomass removed from the process. The recycle
stream is fed back to the bioreactor to increase the concentration of biomass therein and to
stimulate further oxidation of organic solids.
A "rst relevant design aspect with implication in process operation concerns the degree of
mixing e!ectively achieved in the aeration basin. Expectedly it ranges from completely mixed to
plug #ow regimes.7 Most often the design is such that the actual regime is near to the completely
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 1. Activated sludge process with settler

mixed reactor model. In many respects the aeration basin is comparable to a conventional
fermentation reactor or chemostat. However, it should be noted that the purpose of the process is
not to produce microbial biomass or a particular metabolite but to decompose incoming waste
materials. In fact and since biomass is to be removed and treated in a subsequent stage, its
production should be minimized and also controlled in order to enhance the settling
characteristics of the biological #oc.
1.2. Process operation
There are alternative strategies for the operation of this type of industrial units.8,9
Dissolved oxygen and/or substrate concentration in the recycle stream are potential
measurement variables. The organic contents may be estimated by independent and to some
extent complementary tests2 of the Biological Oxygen Demand (BOD), the Chemical Oxygen
Demand (COD) and the Total Organic Carbon (TOC). The relationship among these measures
depends on the nature of the wastewater. The BOD is the amount of oxygen (mg/l or mg/kg) used
by microorganisms in the biochemical oxidation of organic matter; the BOD takes a long time to
be obtained (the most widely used parameter is the 5-day BOD). The COD is the amount of
oxygen (mg/l or mg/kg) required to oxidize, by chemical means, organic carbon compounds
completely to CO and H O. It can be obtained in about 3 h. For this reason, for each type of
2
2
waste the correlation between BOD and COD is independently studied and the COD is the
measure routinely made.
The recycle #ow rate and/or the aeration rate represents possible manipulated variables.
In the relevant literature10,11 several di!erent control problems have been considered, covering
all aspects from the dissolved oxygen and the speci"c utilisation rate control to more
comprehensive strategies involving sludge recycle and sedimentation control.
An e$cient way to optimize the settling velocity of the sludge and therefore the removal of
organic matter in the water is to control the concentration of the biomass in the recycle #ow. It
should be maintained close to a time-varying reference signal proportional to the measured
in#uent #ow rate.12 This operating policy is implemented in the present work: the recycle biomass
concentration is to track a time-varying reference signal, by actuating on the recycle #ow rate.
1.3. Control problem and strategy
This reference-tracking problem should take into account and cope with the presence of
disturbances such as the inlet #ow rate (measurable) and the concentration of wastes in the inlet
streams (unmeasurable). Measurement noise represents an unavoidable di$culty in this type of
industrial environment and with the measurement technology available and employed. The
control task is further hampered by the nonlinearity of the process dynamics and by the known
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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kinetic variability which characterizes biological systems. The design problem is thus quite
challenging.
Several control strategies are reported to have been applied to wastewater process
operation:8,13 these vary from the classical PI and PID control algorithms, through the advanced
linear quadratic optimal control, to the more sophisticated self-tuning control, adaptive
linearizing control9,14 and knowledge-based (or expert) systems.13
Though many signi"cant applications of advanced robust control are reported in the area of
chemical processes15,16 very few results are available for biological systems. The H-inf approach
seems to be very promising since it "ts in the type of requirements and di$culties posed by this
class of systems. This paper reports on the application of the H-inf approach to the
activated-sludge process. The design is based on a linearized process model, which is augmented
with a norm bounded uncertainty description to capture the discrepancy between the simpli"ed
model and the process and the variation in the process parameters. All performance speci"cations
are de"ned in the frequency domain. The design aim is to "nd the best possible controller
structure under input constraints, which optimize between the con#icting objectives (tracking and
robustness), assuming the worst case of disturbance action.
The design procedure to be presented goes through the following steps:
f
f
f
f
f
f

Setting-up and linearization of a nonlinear process model;
Description of performance speci"cations using weighing function;
Two port state-space representation of the augmented process model;
State-space H-inf control design;
Robust analysis in the frequency domain (frequency-domain characteristics);
Computer simulation of the controlled nonlinear process (time-domain characteristics).
2. PROCESS MODELLING

In an activated sludge unit a community of microorganisms is supplied with organic matter and
oxygen. The mixture of sludge and water in the aeration basin (Figure 1) is called mixed-liquor
(ML). The biological phenomena concerning the degradation of the carbonaceous organic
matter can be classi"ed in two steps of oxidation and synthesis: (i) the microorganisms consumes
organic matter and under proper environmental conditions transform the biodegradable
pollutant, by means of aerobic metabolism, into carbon dioxide, water and minerals, generating
energy; and (ii) this energy is used for the synthesis of the remainder of the organic waste into
new cells.
The removal of nitrogen is performed by a nitri"cation/denitri"cation process. The nitri"cation
step, where ammonia is oxidized to nitrites and further to nitrates, often takes place in the
aeration basin of the activated-sludge unit. In less frequent situations, nitri"cation is carried out
in a separated reactor following the conventional activated sludge treatment.
Several mathematical models are already available17,18 which take into account the full
structure of the microbial dynamics and give a detailed picture of the phases in the conventional
process: (i) biodegradation of organic matter; (ii) nitri"cation (if applicable); (iii) dissolved oxygen
utilization and (iv) sludge sedimentation.
The "rst aspect of modelling is the microbial kinetics model, which represents the interaction
between the carbonaceous substrate and the sludge biomass. The sedimentation dynamics is not
directly concerned with the biochemical reactions, but rather considers the double function of the
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 2. Feedback control structure

settler, separating the bio#ocs from the liquid in order to produce a solid-free e%uent and
thickening the biomass at the bottom of the settler to be recycled back into the aerator.
A detailed description of all reactions arising in the bioreactor would lead to a high-order
model of di!erential equations.19 For the control strategy developed in this work a simpli"ed
reduced order model is su$cient, as far as it preserves the structural properties of the process:
f

f

f

f

Considering the availability of the appropriate kinetic model for waste degradation and
assuming that the oxygen availability and transfer is not a limiting step, only the "rst (i) and
the last (iv) process phases are explicitly considered at the modelling stage.
Taking into account the objectives underlying the control design it is not relevant to consider
separately all di!erent biomass and substrate concentrations in the recycle bioreactor.
Consequently, the activated-sludge process can be treated as a single-substrate, singlebiomass system, the former being given by Chemical Oxygen Demand measurement.
A complete continuous-#ow model can be obtained combining both the kinetics of the main
process streams and the appropriate input}output transport terms. Hereafter, the bioreactor
is considered to be perfectly mixed so that the concentration of each component is spatially
homogeneous.
An usual stage of simpli"cation involves accepting Quasi-Steady-State Assumptions (QSSA)
applied to substrates and products, which are characterized by fast dynamics.20,21

The overall set of equations describing the system represented in Figure 2 is established as
follows:
Mass balance to the bioreactor

A

B

F (t)#F (t)
F (t)
R
X(t)# R X (t)
XQ (t)" k(S )! */
46"
R
<
<
1
F (t)
F (t)#F (t)
R S (t)
SQ (t)"! k(S ) X(t)# */ S ! */
46"
46"
*/
46"
>
<
<

(1)
(2)

where X is the active microbial biomass, which is considered as the total amount of the sludge
present in the mixed liquor and is represented by the Mixed Liquor Suspended Solids (MLSS),
S is the substrate measured by the Chemical Oxygen Demand (COD), < is the bioreactor
46"
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volume, F represents the recycle #ow rate (manipulated variable), F is the wastewater feed rate
R
*/
and S is the inlet substrate concentration (potential disturbance, also expressed as COD). k( . ) is
*/
the speci"c growth rate, which is the key parameter for description of biomass growth and
substrate consumption of the reaction. It is modelled by a Monod-type equation
k S (t)
k(S (t))" . 46"
(3)
46"
K #S (t)
.
46"
where k is the maximum growth rate and K is the half-saturation constant of biodegradable
.
.
organic matter. It is the concentration of the substrate at which k"k /2.
.
Mass balance to the settler
It is supposed that the settler is such that the whole biomass will settle, none leaving the unit in
the upper output stream. The concentration of the biomass in the recycle stream depends on the
speci"c settler used. The dynamics of the settler can be described by the following mass balance
equation:9

A

B

A

B

F (t)#F (t)
F (t)#F (t)
*/
R
R
X(t)! W
X (t)
R
<
<
S
S
where F is the waste #ow rate and < is the settler volume.
W
S
The settler has a "rst-order dynamics, which is much faster, than the bioreactor dynamics and
can be consequently neglected. Moreover, assuming that a constant ratio of output to input solids
concentration is maintained, the description of the settler behaviour can be approximated12 by
XQ (t)"
R

(4)
X (t)"r(t)X(t)
R
where the parameter r is considered as varying, with known bounds to take into account the error
of the simpli"cation accepted.
The manipulated variable is the recycle #ow rate. Substituting equation (4) into equation (1)
leads to a nonlinear relationship between the process-controlled variable and the manipulated
variable,

A

B

F (t)
X (t)
XQ (t)" k(S )! */
X (t)# R (r(t)!1)F (t)
R
46"
R
R
<
<

(5)

Process measurements
It is assumed that the measurements are available for the biomass concentration in the recycle
stream, either inferred from measurements of the concentration of CO and O gases in the
2
2
bioreactor,22 or taken from on-line turbimetric measurements.19 The dynamics of this non-direct
measurement of the recycle biomass concentration is expressed by the "rst-order transfer
function,
k
. X (s)#n(s)
X (s)"
(6)
.
¹ s#1 R
.
where n(s) represents a random high-frequency measurement noise introduced in the system.
¹he time-varying control reference
A basic assumption is that the plant input has a diurnal periodicity. This approach is well
suited for plants dealing with domestic wastes whose inputs are known to be consistently
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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periodic.23 Therefore, the reference concentration of the biomass in the recycle #ow is to be
maintained close to a time-varying reference signal which is proportional to the measured
in#uent #ow rate,
X (t)"k F (t)
R3%&
3%& */

(7)

3. MODEL LINEARIZATION
Applying the robust control strategy, the process dynamics (equation (5)) is presented as a linear
model with uncertain parameters,12
X (t)"aX (t)#bF (t)
R
R
R

(8)

A

(9)

where

B

F
X
a" k! */ , b" R (r!1)
<
<

With the exception of the volume all other parameters in a and b are accepted to vary between
known bounds. Consequently, it follows that,
a3[a , a ], b3[b , b ]
.*/ .!9
.*/ .!9
Applying Laplace transforms to equation (8), with zero initial conditions, leads to
b
X (s)"
F (s)"G (s)F (s)
R
1
R
s!a R

(10)

b
G (s)"
1
s!a

(11)

where

is the transfer function of the process. The uncertain parameters can be expressed as
b #*b
/0.
G (s)"
1
s!(a #*a)
/0.
b #b
b !b
.*/ , *b"c * , c " .!9
.*/ , D * D(1
b " .!9
/0.
b b
b
b
2
2
a #a
.*/ , *a"c * ,
a " .!9
a a
/0.
2

a !a
.*/ , D * D(1
c " .!9
a
a
2

(12)
(13)
(14)

We choose the output multiplicative form of uncertainty modelling to represent the relative error
in the model
b
G (s)"GM (s) (1#* (s))" /0. (1#* (s))
1
.
.
s!a
/0.

(15)

where
G (s)!GM (s)
*bs
* (s)" 1
"
.
b (s!a !*a)
GM (s)
/0.
/0.
The block diagram of the uncertainty model is represented in Figure 3.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 3. Block diagram of output multiplicative uncertainty

4. PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS
A properly designed control system must track the time-varying reference input X
with small
R3%&
error and reject the external disturbance and noise inputs. In the present case F is a measured
*/
disturbance and S is an unmeasured disturbance. The output of the closed-loop system
*/
(Figure 2) is
K(s) GM (s)
1
K(s)GM (s)
X (s)"
X
(s)#
d(s)!
n(s)
R
1#K(s)GM (s)G (s) R3%&
1#K(s)GM (s)G (s)
1#K(s)GM (s) G (s)
.
.
.
De"ning the tracking error as
e(s)"X

R3%&

(s)!X (s)
.

(17)

(18)

leads to
e(s)"S(s)X (s)!S(s)d(s)#¹(s) n(s)
(19)
R3%&
where S(s)"1/(1#K(s)GM (s) G (s)) is the sensitivity function, and ¹(s)"K(s) GM (s)/
.
(1#K(s)GM (s)G (s)) is the complementary sensitivity function.
.
Before all other speci"cations the control system has to guarantee stability despite model
uncertainty. According to the small gain theorem24 if the complementary sensitivity function ¹(s)
and the uncertainty model * (s) are stable the closed-loop system will be robustly stable if
.
1
D * D(
, D * ¹ D(1
(20)
.
.
D¹D
From equation (19) it can be concluded that the sensitive function S must be small in order to
reduce the e!ect of disturbance and to keep the error small. The smaller the function values, the
better the tracking. Therefore, tracking and disturbance rejection are compatible speci"cations.
For proper suppression of noise we need to keep the complementary sensitivity function small.
Because S and ¹ must add to unity it means that noise immunity and the previous requirements
are con#icting objectives. In a H-inf control framework the speci"cations just mentioned are
de"ned using frequency-dependent weights covering di!erent frequency ranges and thus avoiding
the con#ict.25 The requirement for the sensitivity function is formulated as specifying that S(s)
remains below a given frequency-dependent weight, i.e.
D S D)=~1 , or D = S D)1
s
s
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 4. Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT) model

Similarly, ¹(s) is speci"ed to be kept below a given weight in the high-frequency range, i.e.
D ¹ D)=~1 , or D = ¹ D)1
(22)
T
T
Finally, both requirements can be satis"ed by solving the so-called mixed sensitivity problem.
Proper selection of the weights depends on the particular physics of the problem. The process in
analysis is known to have a periodic behaviour with a period of about 24 h. Consequently, a high
weight can be placed near n/12 (h~1) to force S(s) to a low value. The control system should be
able to attenuate variations with a period larger than 2 h. This corresponds to choosing
a bandwidth of n (h~1). The respective size of the largest anticipated perturbation is de"ned by
= (s). Therefore, we have to "nd "rst the bound of the multiplicative uncertainty, D * D)w(s),
T
.
and consequently = "w(s).
T
The particular structure of = (s) depends also on whether the original plant is only proper (i.e.
T
has equal number of poles and zeros) or is strictly proper (more poles than zeros). In the latter
case, which happens more frequently, we have to add to = as many zeros as required so that
T
= (s)G(s) becomes a proper structure. That is why, usually, = (s) is an improper transfer
T
T
function (has more zeros than poles) and cannot be realized in state-space form, but = (s)G(s) has
T
state-space realization. An important consideration, when choosing the two weighting functions,
is that the 0 dB crossover frequency of = ( ju) Bode plot should be below the 0 dB crossover
s
frequency of = ( ju) Bode plot, otherwise the performance requirements will not be achieved.
T
¹wo-port state-space representation of the augmented process model
After weighting function selection the control system of Figure 2 has to be transformed in the
two-port diagram shown in Figure 4. The original system is single-input single-output (SISO)
whereas the new formulation will be a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) structure. The
closed-loop transfer function between the regulated outputs z and the exogenous inputs w is
z"x
P #P K(I!P K)~1P y w"¹ w
(23)
11
12
22
21
zw
where ¹ is called the Linear Fractional Transformation (LFT). The state-space description of
zw
LFT in packed-matrix form is "nally given by
A

B
2
P(s), C D
(24)
D
1
11
12
C D
D
2
21
22
For the present case study the corresponding structure of the LFT model developed is presented
in Section 6.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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5. H-inf ROBUST CONTROL DESIGN
The major di$culties in control system design can be attributed to the presence of uncertainty:
uncertainty in the models used to represent the process and uncertainty in the disturbance and
noise signals in#uencing the system. Robust control refers to the maintenance of designed
speci"cations in the presence of uncertainty. The H-inf robust design approach is based on
minimizing over frequency the peak values of certain system transfer functions, chosen by the
engineer to represent the design objectives.26 The aim is to minimize the size (i.e. the H norm) of
=
a stable proper (matrix) transfer function (TF). In case of scalar TF, its H norm is the maximum
=
modulus of the frequency response over all real frequencies. If matrix TF is considered, then its
H norm is the maximum of the largest singular value over all real frequencies. Minimizing the
=
H norm is equivalent to minimizing the maximum possible energy in regulation error over the
=
set of all possible disturbances. This physical interpretation of the H norm, as maximum energy
=
gain, is particularly useful in reducing the e!ect of uncertain disturbance signals. In fact, the
disturbance is assumed to belong to a pre-speci"ed set of signals and the energy of the output is to
be minimized for the worst disturbance in the set, subject to the constraint of closed-loop stability.
The H norm is also signi"cant in reducing the e!ects of model uncertainty. The unknown
=
perturbation, representing parameter variations and/or unmodelled dynamics, is supposed to be
bounded. By minimizing the H norm, of the perturbed closed-loop TF for the worst case e!ect of
=
uncertainty is possible to "nd the size of the smallest perturbation for which the system becomes
unstable. The H theory provides a reliable procedure for synthesizing a controller to optimize
=
the performance and/or robust stability margins depending on the particular cost function
used.27,28 The weights in the cost function, in a general sense, have to shape over frequency the
maximum singular values of the closed-loop TF of interest (S, ¹). If there exist a feasible
controller that meets the frequency domain constraints, a very precise loop shaping can be
achieved. The procedure to solve the problem is carried out employing the two Riccati equation
approach.24,29 Therefore, the H control is considered as a frequency-domain design method
=
that uses state-space machinery for computation. The goal is to "nd an internally stabilizing
controller K(s) for the two-port plant P(s) such that the in"nity norm of the closed-loop transfer
function ¹ (s) is below a given level c (a positive scalar) or "nd an internally stabilizing controller
zw
which minimizes the in"nity norm of ¹ (s). We start with the standard H-inf control problem to
zw
"nd a positive value for c and then apply an iterative procedure to reduce it until the problem fails
to have a solution (optimal H-inf control). For the particular problem all assumptions concerning
the existence of a solution are satis"ed:
(a) The pair (A, B ) is stabilizable and (C , A) is detectable. These assumptions are necessary
2
2
for a stabilizing controller to exist.
(b) rankD "1 (the same as the dimension of control input u) and rankD "1 (the same as
12
21
the dimension of controlled output y). These conditions are needed to ensure that the
controller is proper.

A
A

B
B

A!juI B
2 "dim x#dim u"2
C
D
1
12
A!juI B
1 "dim x#dim y"2
(d) rank
C
D
2
21
(e) D "0 and D "0
11
22

(c) rank
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Instead of writing the Riccati equations we will specify their associated Hamiltonian matrices,
viz: The estimator Riccati equation Hamiltonian

C

D

C

D

A!B DI D* C c~2B B*!B DI B*
2 12 12 1
1 1
2 12 2
!CI * CI
!(A!B DI D* C )*
1 1
2 12 12 1
and the controller Riccati equation Hamiltonian
H"
%

H"
#

(A!B D* DI C )* c~2C* C !C * DI C
1 21 21 2
1 1
2 21 2
!BI BI *
!A#B D* DI C
1 1
1 21 21 2

(25)

(26)

where
DI "(D* D )~1, DI "(D D* )~1
12
12 12
21
21 21
CI "(I!D DI D* )C , BI "B (I!D* DI D )
1
12 12 12 1
1
1
21 21 21
The solutions of equations (25) and (26) are denoted by
X "Ric(H ) and > "Ric(H )
=
#
=
%
Necessary and su$cient conditions for a stabilizing controller to exist are that X and > are
=
=
positive-semi-de"nite solutions and the spectral radius o(X > )(c2.
= =
The control law is given by
u"!K xL
#

(27)

K "DI (B* X #D* C )
#
12 2 =
12 1

(28)

with controller gain

and the state estimator is
xRL "(A#c~2B B* X )xL #B u#Z K (y!C xL !c~2D B* X xL )
1 1 =
2
= %
2
21 1 =
with estimator gain

(29)

K "(> C*#B D* ) DI
c
= 2
1 21 21
Finally, the state-space description of the controller dynamics is given by

(30)

A "A!B K !Z K C #c~2(B B*!Z K D B* ) X
#
2 #
= % 2
1 1
= % 21 1 =
B "Z K , C "!K , D "0
#
= %
#
#
#
The design procedure can be summarized in the following way:
1. Write a two-port state-space formulation of the plant with the frequency weights.
2. Check if the assumption (the rank conditions) for existence of solution are satis"ed. If they are
not, go back to step 1 and reformulate the plant by changing the weights or adding
inputs/outputs;
3. Select an initial positive value for c;
4. Solve the controller and estimator Riccati equations;
5. Check if the solutions are positive semi-de"nite and the spectral radius condition is satis"ed. If
it is true go back to step 3 and reduce the value of c, otherwise increase c;
6. Stop the procedure if the optimal or acceptable solution is obtained.
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Table I. Constant numerical data
< (1)
1)5]107

¹ (h)
.

k

.

k (mgh/l2)
3%&

S (mgCOD/l)
*/

1/12

1

3)8]10~3

300

Table II. Variable numerical data
Variation bounds
Data
k (h~1)
.
K (mg/l)
.
>
r
F (l/h)
*/
S (mgCOD/l)
46"
X (mg/l)
R

Nominal
values

Min

Max

0)2
90
0)6
4
1)9]106
2
7070

0)1
60
0)5
3
0)75 F
*/
1
4000

0)3
120
0)7
5
1)25 F
*/
4
10000

Sinusoidal variation
simulation
k "k/0.#0)1 sin(2nt/3#4n/3)
.
.
K "K/0.#30 sin(nt/2)
.
.
>">/0.#0)1 sin(nt/3#n/3)
r"r/0.#sin(nt/6)
F "F/0. (1#0)25 sin nt/12)
*/
*/

6. SIMULATION RESULTS
The numerical data for the example are given in Tables I and II. The uncertainty of the kinetic
parameters and the operating range were chosen to coincide with the typical range for domestic
wastewater as reported by Sandstrom and Klei.1 After some iterations the actual weighting
functions were chosen as
200s#1
1
=~1"0)01
, =~1"
s
T
0)2s#1
s2
The particular choice of the sensitivity weighting function corresponds to a steady-state tracking
error of 1% because =~1 (0)"0)01, and ampli"cation of the high-frequency disturbances by
S
a factor 10, i.e. =~1 (sPR)"10. The frequency range in which the sensitivity function is forced
S
to be small is up to u"0)5[1/h], which includes the range of expected disturbances.
Simultaneously, the choice of = corresponds to a desired bandwidth of 2n and forces the
T
complementary sensitivity function to be small around this frequency where the measurement
noise is ampli"ed. The requirement for 0 dB crossover of the two weighting functions is also taken
into account. Finally, the augmented two-port plant has the following structure:
z
z

1

2
e

= != G
s
s .
0
" 0
I

!G

.

!= G GM ]
s .
= GM
T
!G GM
.

X
R3%&
n
F
R

where

C

D

= != G
s . ,
P " s
11
0
0
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D
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, P "[I!G ] , P "!G GM
21
.
22
.
= GM
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By using MATLABTM the above description is transformed in a state-space form with matrices
0

!12)1150 !1)3800
A"

1)0000
0

C
C

1

, B " 0 , B " 0
1
2
!0)0170 !0)0050
1
0
0

0

0
!0)0017 0)4995
C "
1
!0)2056 !0)0234
0
D "
11

0

D

C

D

D

0)1000
0
, D "
,
12
0
0)0170

C "[0 !0)0170 0] ,
2
D "1,
21

D "0
22

A numerical algorithm is implemented to "nd the optimal H-inf controller, starting with c"1.
The parameter c is the only parameter on which the iteration is performed. After several trials the
minimum c was found to be 0)79. The following are the relevant data obtained:
X "
=

0)02

0)03

!0)95

0)03

0)04

!1)34 , > "[0] ] ,
=
3 3
44)28

!0)95 !1)34

K "[60)24 99)29 !3303)44],
#

0
K"
%

0
1)00

The "nal controller is stable and has the same number of states as the augmented plant with
transfer function
3303)44s2#4002)14s#4558)74
K(s)"
s3#72)36s2#101)03s#0)5
The closed-loop poles M!12)00,!0)11,!0)71#j0)55,!0)71!j0)55,!70)95N.
The results of the singular-value analysis are summarized in Figure 5. As shown, the cost
function, ¹ , is all-pass (i.e. equal to 0 dB, Figure 5(a)), the sensitivity function (Figure 5(b)) and
zw
the complementary sensitivity function (Figure 5(c)) approach their associated weighting
functions, so that performance requirements (21) and (22) hold. The "xed controller not only
stabilizes the feedback system but also maintains robust performance in the presence of all
anticipated uncertainties and nonlinearities.
Tests of controller performance were carried out through simulation of the whole nonlinear
system employing MATLAB/SIMULINKTM. The numerical integration of the nonlinear
equations (1)}(2) is based on the 5th-order Runge}Kutta method. In order to take into account
the physical limitations for the real actuator saturation bound of 106 [h~1] is added in the
simulations. The e!ect of model uncertainty is incorporated by imposing sinusoidal variations in
the parameters and signals included in Table II. The amplitudes are selected so that the entire
range of variation between known min and max values is covered. A measurement noise with
variance 1200 is added in the simulations.
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 5. Frequency-domain characteristics: (a) ¹ ( ju); (b) S( ju) and =~1 ( ju) (dashed); (c) ¹( ju) and =~1 ( ju)
zw
S
T
(dashed)

Figure 6. Tracking performance of the process with H-inf controller: (a) reference signal (dashed) and biomass concentration in the recycle #ow; (b) tracking error

As shown in Figure 6 the biomass concentration of the recycle #ow tracks the time-varying
reference signal with a maximum error of 7%. The time trajectories of the recycle #ow rate and
the substrate concentration are presented in Figure 7. The dynamic trajectory of organic solids
stays within the operation window of S as speci"ed in Table II.
46"
For the purpose of comparison, process operation with a conventional "xed structure (PI)
controller was equally simulated. The parameters of the PI controller were tuned by trial and
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 7. Control action and substrate trajectory with H-inf controller: (a) control signal; (b) substrate concentration

Figure 8. Tracking performance of the PI controlled process: (a) reference signal (dashed) and biomass concentration in
the recycle #ow; (b) tracking error

error with respect to the magnitude of the sensitivity and complementary sensitivity functions.
The best possible tracking (Figure 8) was reached for PI controller with parameters
k "104 (1/h)/(mg/l)] and ¹ "0)83 (h) (assuming the controller equation is written as
1
1
u(t)"k (e(t)#1/¹ : e(t) dt)). As expected, increasing the gain, to meet the tracking conditions,
1
1
means larger bandwidth and consequently higher in#uence of the noise. This causes saturation
problems, as shown in Figure 9. Furthermore, from a practical point of view, the control action is
Copyright ( 1999 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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Figure 9. Control action and substrate trajectory of the PI controlled process: (a) control signal; (b) substrate concentration

also quite unsatisfactory since such high frequency actions are not appropriate in industrial
operation.
Remark
In this case study we have chosen a two-port structure of the biological process in which the
number of the outputs z and the number of the exogenous inputs w are equal (the so-called
one-block structure). Very often this is not the case. For example, if we wish to prevent saturation
problems in the actuator by penalising the control variable, then this variable should be added as
an element of the output vector z (Figure 4). The dimension of z and w would then not be the same
and this would bring in computational problems. To avoid such di$culties the LFT structure
should be reformulated by adding "ctitious inputs or weights.

7. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we report an extension of the application areas of H-inf robust control
theory to activated sludge processes. A robust controller was designed and tested with good
results.
The H-inf control design was based on a simpli"ed linear model together with the description
of the nonlinearities by bounded uncertainty. The main problem of "nding a reliable procedure to
estimate nonmeasured variables was avoided since the algorithm adopted embeds an estimation
of the states by solving the Riccati equation. The di$culty with parameter estimation was also
avoided by assuming their variability within known bounds.
The controller performance was evaluated on its own and relatively to the observed behaviour
of a conventional PI algorithm.
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The robust controller was able to force the system in tracking a time-varying processdependent reference signal for the concentration of substrate in the recycle stream. It performed well
under restrictive conditions of measurement noise, load disturbances and actuator constraints.
The behaviour of the PI controller, in terms of tracking ability, was not signi"cantly worst.
However, its control action was seen not to be physically feasible. Moreover, considering the long
time constants and random in#uent disturbances, systematic tuning of the conventional
controller would be required.
One of the well-known problems relating to the application of H-inf robust control is the high
order of the controller (which depends on the order of the selected weighting functions and on the
order of the process itself ). It is often advisable to apply a procedure of order reduction to obtain
a "nal controller more suitable for practical implementation. Research work involving such
a procedure for the particular problem of controlling an activated-sludge bioreactor is in progress
and results will be reported in the near future.
NOTATION
k
3%&
k
.
n
r
F
*/
F
R
GM (s)
G (s)
.
G (s)
1
K(s)
S
*/
S
46"
S(s)
¹(s)
¹
.
>
<
= (s)
s
= (s)
T
X
X
.
X
R
X
R3%&
* (s)
.
k

reference proportionality factor
sensor parameter
measurement noise
output}input ratio of the settler
in#uent #ow rate (1/h)
recycle #ow rate (1/h)
process transfer function with nominal parameters
sensor transfer function
process transfer function
controller transfer function
in#uent substrate concentration (COD mg/l)
substrate concentration (COD mg/l)
sensitivity function
complementary sensitivity function
sensor time-constant
yield coe$cient
bioreactor volume (l)
performance weighting function
performance weighting function
biomass concentration (mg/l)
measured biomass concentration (mg/l)
concentration of the biomass in the recycle stream, (mg/l)
reference signal for X (mg/l)
R
multiplicative uncertainty
speci"c growth rate (1/h)
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